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A DIRECT DECOMPOSITION OF THE MEASURE ALGEBRA OF A LOCALLY COMPACT ABELIAN GROUP
par N. Th. VAROPOULOS
Introduction and notations.
For any locally compact space X, let M(X) denote the Banach space of all complex bounded Radon measures on X. We shall in general follow N. Bourbaki [1] for measure theory. 
M^== M^(X) === M+ (X) n Mc(X)
If Q is a Borel subset let us denote : B(Q) = (m 6 M(X); X\Q is w-null} which is a band in M(X). Now we shall denote by G, in general, an additive locally compact abelian group, and follow freely well-established and standardised notations for it. E.g. we shall denate by 0 = Oo its zero element; for P, Q C G and n G Z (the integers) we shall denote : P + Q = {^ + y; ;c € P, y € Q} C G Inl nP=[sgn(n) 2 x,; X)^P 1^7^N)CG j^i Gp(P) =Gp {;c;;c 6 P} Also we shall denote by G the dual group of G and for any p, € M(G), p, will denote the Fourier transform of (A. We let then (cf. [4] , 5.6.9.) :
Mo(G)=={w€M(G); ^(X)-^-^O, X € G} C M,(G) C M(G).
Finally for any commutative Banach algebra R, we denote by R == R + 1 C the Banach algebra we obtain by adjoining the identity to R and also :
; \j £ C (the complex numbers); x^ y^ € R( (y==i ) Also we shall denote by JTl(R) its maximal ideal space and by 2(R) C JTl(R) its Shilov boundary.
We shall not state here the main results obtained in this paper, which are concerned with a direct decomposition of the algebra M(G), because they cannot be explained in a few words. We shall however state an application of our results. The material of this paper is devided: § 1. We give some elementary algebraic and geometric results on independent subsets of a group G. § 2. We give some measure theoretic results on perfect, independent subsets of a locally compact group G. § 3. We obtain a direct decomposition of M(G), which is the main result of the paper. § 4. We give some application of § 3. For the rest of this paper, without further comments, we shall reserve the letter P for a strongly independent, perfect, metrisable subset of the locally compact abelian group G. We introduce here some more notations which will be kept fixed for the rest of the paper. Let us also denote by k(P)==k^2 the smallest positive integer n such that {nx, x £ P} = Oo, if such an integer exists; otherwise set k = + oo. We shall call k = k(P) the torsion of P. If k < + oo we shall denote by Z (mod k) the integers modulo k, and for n £ Z let n (mod A:) be its class. K k == + oo for convenience we set Z (mod k)=Z and for n € Z, n (mod Jfe) = n.
We now introduce:
We shall call reduced sum (on P, a strongly independent subset of G with torsion k) a formal expression £ ria pa, where A is a, We shall then say that two reduced sums : We state now the fundamental:
Every x £ Gp(P) can be expressed as a reduced sum (on P) in a unique way, up to equivalence.

Proof.
The only point to prove is that if: 3TO = 2 nijpj and 91 == £ n, q/ (wy, ny € Z) i^y^M i^y^N are two reduced sums such that:
If M = 0 the above is simply a restatement of the definition of strong independence. Thus we proceed by induction on M and we observe that if M ^ 1 then 2 mj pj is also a reduced sum and :
Therefore there exists S /a Xa (la € Z) a reduced sum such that 
o)m 1 (w P n n P) == 0.
(
ii). // m> n, m^ k then :^( mPnnP) CR( iii). // k > w an^ ^ ^ OG ^^n :
(o^l(mPn^+nP)C U U D^(^) r^r i^^w (iv). // m^k and g ^ Oo rAw :
(In the above inequalities, and in general, -we assume that if
(i) [respectively : (ii)]. Let us make the contradictory hypothesis that there exists an element:
[respectively : (pf) ^^ e ^(wP n nP) \ RS»]
Then there exists (^ 6 P ; 1 ^ 7 ^ n) such that:
2 pj = 2 ^y (empty sums being interpreted as Oe) 2 Wa == m > n ^ 2 n3 ; 1 < Wa < <: (a € A); 1 < np < Jfc (6 £ B) (1.4) Then (1.3) and Lemma 1.1 imply that JTl -91 which is not compatible with (1.4), and provides the required contradiction.
(iii) [respectively: (iv)]. Let:
what we have to prove is that:
We suppose that (1.5) is not satisfied and proceeded to obtain a contradiction.
Now there exists (^ € P ; 1 ^ 7 < n) such that: A ^B (1.8) Now since (1.5) is supposed to be false by the contradictory hypothesis, we see using (1.7) that: is a reduced sum, and this fact, combined with Lemma 1.1 and (1.6), (1.7) and (1.8), implies that 2 ma = S np and that F = 0, which c^A 0^B
contradicts the fact that g^Oo, and this complets the proof of the Lemma.
Measure theoretic results on independent sets.
In this paragraph again, as we have already said, P will denote a strongly independent, perfect, metrisable subset of the locally compact group, with torsion k = k (P) (possibly k == + oo). We have:
// pi, v € M^ (G) and are such that:
(ii) supp v C ^P.
(iii) All sets {g + m' P ; g € G, 0 ^ w' < m} are ^-null.
(iv) All sets {g + n' P ; ^ € G, 0 ^ n' < n} ^ v-n^/. We see then that to prove the Lemma it suffices to prove that for all 1 ^ r ^ m + n and g C G : 
(v) // B is symmetric and B C B (Q^ \ R^) r/i^n a>^ (B) is a band of M (mP) C M (G).
Proof. Observe then that if a € £^ and ^ = j (a) £ ©^ is the corresponding permutation we have for any r £ ©^ (using the identification between the spaces A< (r £ @J induced by the equivalence relation -) :
We also denote in general by :
Using these notations and observations we see that if a, P £ M+ (QJ are as in (iii) we have for all r £ ®m:
From that using the Borel isomorphisme between Ar and o)^ (Q^ \ R^), induced by CD^ j and br, as in (y) we see that:
Ay.
ar « (jS^r and therefore also a « ^ etp|^ and that proves (iii).
Also just above, if {^ £ M (QJ}<^ is a family as in (iv) we have for any fixed r £ ©w and all y £ $ : 
The direct decomposition of M (G).
We introduce some more notations. Let us denote by: the tensor product of Ti with itself n times [5] . Also for any 6 £ T[, the dual space of Ti, we can identify 6 W =9®6®...®6 (n times) with an element of (Tn)' the dual space of Tn. We then denote by :
which is also a Banach space. To prove the Lemma (and in general) as we have already said, we shall preserve all the notations already introduced in § 1 and § 2. Before starting with the proof we make some : (i) By remark (3.iii) we may assume that g =. OQ, and using then remark (3.i) we see that our result is a consequence of Lemma 2.2 (v).
(ii) and (iii). By remark (3.iii) again, in the proof of (iii) we may assume that gi •=. Oo and ni ^ 712 (it suffices to translate the two spaces, and interchange them between themselves if need be). Then from Lemma 1.2 since (OQ, ni) =^ (gs, ^2)9 we have :
(^(niPn^+^P) CRn^U U U D^te,); r^r l<^nĝ r € G, cardr < + oo and from that, and remark (3.ii) it follows then that for any x € I m Tini the set g2 + ns P is ^c-null and since : y € I m ^:-> supp y C ^2 + ri2 P we have jc ± y and that completes the proof of (iii). Now to prove (ii) it suffices to set n\ = n > 0 and ns == 0 in the above argument and obtain:
(iv) Since by remark (3.iii) 11 and thus also I are translation invariant it suffices that we prove that I is an ideal in Mc(G) and for that it suffices that we prove :
, v e Mof-(G), ^±n ==> tji*v±n 0.2)
We claim that in fact it suffices to prove (3.2) making the extra assumption (A) There exists m,n e Z; w^l n^\ such that: (Ai) suppjiCwP; (As) supp v C n P; (As) All the sets [g +w'P; g € G, 0 ^m'< m] are u-null; (AQ All the sets [g + n' P; g £ G, 0 ^ n' < n} are v-null.
Indeed the familŷ (P)={^+ r P; ^€G, r^O} generates a Raicov system of sets (cf [3] and [8] , § 6) thus : I(P)={;c€M(G); VRG^KP) is .c-nuU} is an ideal of M(G). Therefore we may assume that [A and v as in (3.2) are orthogonal to I(P). It is an easy matter then to verify, taking into account the translation invariance of II also Lemma 1.2, that any (A and v as in (3.2) and orthogonal to I (P) can be decomposed into denu- We proceed to prove (5) . Towards that for the projections : and to see that last fact it suffice to prove :
